WHITMORE EYFS PLAYGROUND
TIMBER TREEHOUSE
Made from Scratch Ltd propose a stunning naturalistic landscape for Whitmore School EYFS
playground. The development is centered within the existing wet-pour/pathway area and comprises of
a hand built timber treehouse. The treehouse will encourage imaginative and socio-dramatic play, and
provide a timber sanctuary in which to escape. The aesthetic will be smooth planed hardwood timber,
robust robinia poles and natural logs to give the feeling of being in the woods,completed with an oak
mud kitchen on the ground level.

NATURAL LANDSCAPING
The landscaping is enhanced with lush planting and living willow
fencing that forms arches into the teepee zone, whilst the bamboo
grove frames the central play area providing numerous places to
hide in and run around.
Using a mix of deciduous and evergreen species to provide year
round visual interest and texture. The planting will increase
biodiversity, and visually soften the hard angles and lines of the
playground.

BEACH STYLE SANDPIT
With movable troughs will encourage
Mastery Play, Social Play and
Communication Play while all the
time feeling like you are at the
beach. Landscaped with oak sleeper
surround and boulders with a
removable cover.

PLAY MOUNDS WITH ROPE BRIDGE

TEEPEE AND BALANCING ZONE

The centre of the re-landscaped playground are two green
mounds to leap off, roll down and balance between. We propose
to re-use the existing timber rope bridge and install it higher
to provide space to crawl underneath. An ideal location for the
children to develop the use of positional language.
The mounds alter the terrain of the currently flat playground, and
encourage locomotor play and coordination skills with an inclined
log to balance up and along.

We propose the area directly in front of the classroom door to be
transformed into a Teepee story-telling and imaginative play zone accessed
by “doorways” of woven living willow arches. There will be one large
Teepee with a removable cover set into the ground with robust hardwood
poles. Adjacent to this will be tightropes stretched between hardwood poles
that provide additional hanging/balancing opportunities.
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1. BESPOKE TREEHOUSE

2. MUD KITCHEN

3. ASTRO TURFED
PLAY MOUNDS

4. BAMBOO AND
EVERGREEN PLANTING

5. CLIMBING POLES AND
TIGHTROPES

6.LIVING WILLOW FENCE AND
ARCHWAYS

7. LARGE TEEPEE
WITH FIXED POLES

With oak cladding on robust
robinia poles with a half platform
for access. It will provide all sorts
of opportunities for role play ,
socio -dramatic play and social
play.

Set in the ground level of the
tree house children will be
able to access Mastery play
with the bespoke oak mud
kitchen with benches, kitchen
props, a box for mud.and a
blackboard added for mark
making and writing menus!

With climbing log and re-used
rope bridge to roll and leap
from

To increase bio diversity,
provide access to flora and
fauna, and give a woodland
feel.

Providing ways to traverse
and climb between the areas
for locomotor play, improving
balance and core strength

Embrace the Teepee giving the
children the feeling of being in a
woodland whilst engaging in this
exploratory zone.

The Teepee will provide
a quiet area for reading
or story telling. A perfect
place to set up an activity
or for role play and
dramatic play

8. BEACH STYLE SANDPIT

With oak sleeper and boulder surround, soak away and cover. The
beachstyle sandpit will allow for easier access and have a rain
water butt added for the children to access with movable troughs
and pipes.
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